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udges as " inconvenient to trade and to the increase of
nventions ". We may sum up by saying that as a rule
.he common law favoured the removal of restraints on
iconomic enterprise. It still continued to pay nominal
'espect to the age-old principle of industrial regulation,
md did not mingle privileges and monopolies in a sweeping
condemnation as ' unreasonable and unwarrantable '. It
vas prepared to bestow its approval and protection on
patents and gild by-laws provided they were intended to
promote the ' well-ordering of trade ' *. None the less it
:ended to disallow any extension of restrictive practices to
;he new conditions which were developing on every side.
\s a consequence the main current of economic life swept
3y the traditional framework of mediaeval society, unimpeded
n its onward movement by any serious legal obstacles.
The foregoing account will have served to show that influent*
:here are no adequate grounds for assuming that Ada
Smith converted England to the doctrine of industrial
xeedom any more than that he converted England to the
loctrine of the free exchange of goods. A shallow presenta-
:ion of the facts might bring into relation with each other the
:wo salient considerations that The Wealth of Nations was
published in 1776, and that within a generation the great
Elizabethan code embodied in the Statute of Apprentices had
Deen expunged from the statute-book—leaving employers
freed from all legal restrictions as to the kind of labour they
must employ or the rates of wages they must pay. Post hoc ;
ergo propter hoc. A deeper analysis reveals a more composite
picture than is suggested by this simple synthesis. The
movement towards laissez-faire has a long history behind it.
Even in the days when government control of industry was
most active, it is difficult to determine the extent to which
the manufacturing class submitted to it. In the absence of
a civil service and an adequate system of inspection, it is
certain that much of the industrial legislation was virtually
a dead letter. The regulation of wages by the magistrates
1 Infra, vol. iii. 281 (and note 7), 365, The judges opposed free trade
in corn (infra, p. 432, note 3). Their hostility to trade unionism (infra,
vol. iii. 397, 402) was based on their dislike of interference with freedom
of contract.
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